
Creative Unions: Free Movement of Culture 
Lewisham Arthouse 
Schedule: 
 
Day one 
Wednesday 13th September 
 

14.00 Arrival. Set up. Tea, coffee, nibbles. Introductions. Overview of day ahead. 

14.15 Check ins and introductory exercise. Led by Sophie and Kerri. 

15.15 Intervention 1 starts. 
Yaiza Schmid (plus, Paula Schmid) UK - Seville, Spain. 
“Boundaries, Demarcation and Categorisation” 
Sensory presentation. 

15.45 Intervention 2 starts. 
Mark Smith (plus Anne Ova) UK - UK. 
“Utopia vs bias” 
Puppet + film + discussion + communal humming. 

16.15 Short break, stretch/tour of Arthouse.  

16.30 
 

Intervention 3 starts. 
Maria Teresa Chadwick (plus Rosadito Ratón) UK – UK. 
“The Fragility of Culture in a Disposable World” 
Short films and prompted discussion. 

17.00 Intervention 4 starts. 
Felicity Allen (plus Amal Anon) UK – Damascus, Syria. 
“Visualising the horizon” 
Film in progress excerpts and discussion. 

17.30 Intervention 5 starts.  
Jeanette Gunnarsson (plus Jordan Heighes) UK- UK. 
“Drawing is a revolutionary practice” 
Experimental drawing + discussion. 

18.00 Finish days structured interventions.  
Aperitif, air, garden and set up for evening meal.  

19.30 
 
 
Approx 
20.30 

Welcome guest artists and PARADOX conference delegates. Meal begins. Eat on fascist 
gov docs.  
 
Informal Q&A with artist/poet/activist Daniella Valz Gen about her and Jade Montserrat’s 
work on Ecologies of Care and diversity agendas.  
 
Group reading and discussion. Artist/activist Raju Rage’s prompt… “when issues become 
a commodity to own.” text will be distributed on evening.  
 
Philosophical interjections throughout from Mijke van der Drift, radical trans feminist and 
writer. 

http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/opportunities/diy-14-2017-daniella-valz-gen-jade-montserrat/
http://goldsmiths.academia.edu/MijkevanderDrift
http://backdoorbroadcasting.net/2017/06/radical-transfeminist-perspectives-on-justice/
http://www.rajurage.com/
https://jademontserrat.com/
http://cargocollective.com/daniellavalzgen


Approx 
21.30 

Meal finishes. Clean up. Music. Group departs when they like. 

 
 
Thursday 14th September  
 

10.00 Arrival. Set up. Tea, coffee, nibbles. Check ins. 

10.15 Guest artist contribution, Sophie Mallet 
“Soft Borders” 
Sound and reading.  

10.45 Intervention 6 starts.  
Carol Mancke (plus, Dari Bae) UK - Seoul, South Korea.  
“Borders within the self are unknowable, borders within the other are unfathomable.” 
Skype performance. 

11.15 Intervention 7 starts. 
Rosa Farber (plus Noura Alnassa) UK - Milton, Canada  
“Reality C Theory” 
Sharing and opening up. 

11.45 Short break. Snacks. (darken space) 

12.00 Intervention 8 starts. 
Miki Shaw (plus, Catherine Wynne-Paton) UK – UK 
“Stretching Text” 
Participatory activities with words. 

12.45 Final remarks/unpacking. Led by Kerri and Sophie. 

13.30 Check outs.  

13.45 Group departs, nothing is never the same again.  

 
Throughout: 
Work in the space: Hybrid Wardrobe, Samiya Younis. 2017. 
 
 
Address:  
Lewisham Arthouse, 140 Lewisham way, London SE14 6PD. 
 
Phone: 07547124976 
Email: contact@kerrijefferis.com 

http://sophiemallett.com/
http://www.lewishamarthouse.org.uk/

